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East Cemetery, 1960 East Cemetery, 2021 V1-East Cemetery proposal - View of secondary footpath emphasising the structured character of the East Cemetery.

V2-Unexpected new views are created by communities 
of native plants throughout the East Cemetery: when 
plants are compatible with each other and the site, main-
tenance of individual species is no longer necessary.

Landscape masterplan

V3-Slow-growing small native trees that do not require 
much maintenance and have wildlife value as isolated 
plants, provide a link with the neighbourhood, softening 
boundaries and creating new layers.

At the bottom of the hill, the East Cemetery’s pragmatic grids of major north-
south paths, minor east-west connecting tracks and rows of graves, echo 
the surrounding ordered layout of residential development. We intend to 
emphasise this structure by planting avenues of tall-canopied trees along 
the north south paths. These will frame groves of new woodland trees, 
open grassy meadows and mosaics of graves, filled with wildflowers and 
plants, through which new and existing tracks pick their way. The opening 
and closing to sunlight and shade will highlight  the changing materials 
and hierarchies of gravestones,  creating a clearly defined sequence and 
orientation of space. At the top of the East Cemetery, close to Karl Marx’s 
grave, the tree lined avenues will give way to the more natural wooded 
character of the Cemetery’s hillside setting, providing  the first glimpses of 
framed views south towards the city.

Phase 1- 2024 -2026
(years 1-2)

Phase 3 -2031-2034
(years 7-10)

Phase 2-2027-2030
 (years 3-6)

V4-Shrubs are selected for the location: in sunnier spots, 
where there is room for roots, a native dog-rose and way-
faring tree precede the autumn colours of the spindle.
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